The suggestions of Visvanathan [Z] should be helpful in clearing up some of the misunderstandings or misinterpretations of the physical-statistical type mechanism presented in my earlier paper [l]. It was felt by some readers that the general applicability of the model to the real world depends upon the validity of the assumptions that F, is a constant or that force F varies linearly with time. It is clear that no such restrictions are necessary.
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The paper also pointed out, although perhaps not explicitly, that in relating the phase of a small perturbation to the time of occurrence of a relatively rare or extreme event, it is not even necessary t o postulate the existence of a critical level F, or a change in state of a system. The demonstration was made for the case in which forces F and f are periodic with amplitudes A and a , respectively, with A>>a. It was shown that the time of occurrence of an extreme event E is essentially independent of the relative amplitude Ala. It is possible to show this in the more general case wherein F and f are not necessarily periodic in time. Suppose that F and f are observed at times tl, tz, . . . t , and that E depends upon the sum
being large or extreme at some time t. It is obvious that the most extreme values of S' are approximately the same observations as the extreme values of S, or in other words, the relative weights for F andf are not especially important for events E.
There is a further puzzling aspect of the lunar-precipitation relation which may seem to require further elaboration. How can any factor affect rainfall by as much as 10 or 20 percent and still have a correlation so low as to 
